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As we are in our 60th year of existence, it is a 
wonderful opportunity to reflect on what we as a 
group have achieved, and pause to consider what 
our visions for the future hold.  

The Conchological Society of Southern Africa 
was established in CapeTown on 6 May 1958, 
with an initial 24 members. It established 
its mission and constitution, and 
flourished, and by 1961 had 150 
members, reaching a peak in 
the late 1970s with almost 400 
members.

A number of regional 
groups were established 
over the years, being 
based in Cape Town, Port 
Elizabeth, East London, 
Durban, Pietermaritzburg, 
Johannesburg and Pretoria. 
The success of the various groups 
ebbed and flowed with time, and 
the management of the Society moved 
with time from Cape Town to Durban in 1985, 
and in 1994 to Pretoria. 

The past decade has seen the Pretoria group 
become the backbone of the Society, but the recent 
re-establishment of regional groups in Durban, the 
South coast, the Eastern Cape and Cape Town 
bode well for the Society.  

Let us look briefly at what have been our 
achievements in the past. The Society has had 

no shortage of academics over the years starting 
with one of our founding members, Professor 
Day. Over the years, institutions such as the 
South African Museum, The Transvaal Museum 
and the Natal Museum had become repositories 
for shell collections, which have ultimately been 
combined under the roof of the Natal Museum. A 

number of outstanding academics served 
at these institutions and produced 

many scientific papers and on 
conchology. Dick Kilburn and 

Dai Herbert are two names 
that spring to mind, and they 
both served as patron’s of 
the Society. Other notable 
academics in conchology 
have been Prof Branch and 
Dr Dolf Van Bruggen, Chris 
Appleton and Prof W Sirgel. 

Yet many amateurs too have 
enriched with fine works on 

conchology.

Throughout, the Society has kept 
a healthy balance and relationship between 
academia, institutions and the hobbyist, reflecting 
the diverse spectrum of interest that has brought 
us together

Since its inception, The Strandloper has continued 
to be refined from its humble beginnings as 
a typed monthly circular to a fully-fledged 
magazine. The production of a proper magazine 
took place in August 1970 under the editorship of 
Richard Carlsson. Soon after this followed the first 

Celebrating Sixty Years
and looking to the Future
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Strandloper Bulletin in July 1972. Keeping pace 
with the time the Bulletin is now published as a 
world-class glossy document in a digitised format. 

The first logo for the Society also appeared in 
1970, and is still in use today, reflecting the 
seashell Afrivoluta pringlei.  The first glossy paper 
Strandloper appeared in 1975 and in 1979 the 
21st anniversary edition contained colour plates 
for the first time, of South African Conidae. The 
Strandloper also went on to distribute five focussed 
special publications, which to this day still receive 
wide recognition.

The Society’s history is peppered with a number 
of exceptional collectors as well as many colourful 
characters. South African conchologists still speak 
with reverence when they mention the great 
collections of persons such as Helen Boswell, but 
amongst our present-day members are persons 
such as Alan Seccombe, Mike Els and Roy Aiken 
who have great collections, whilst others have 
focussed on particular aspects of conchology only, 
such as shells from a particular region or family 
only.

Yet it is probably the personal interactions and 
memories which have made the Society such 
fun and education. This is certainly true as much 
today as in retrospect. No doubt each of us carries 
memories of great characters, full of fire, life and 
knowledge, and or experiences at the Society 
have been coloured by our personal and group 
interactions with them.

And so as we as a group celebrate our part in 
being linked in something bigger than us, it is our 
responsibility, and our privilege to inculcate a love 
for the world of conchology in a new generation, 
to re-direct minds from the beguiling world of 
a fleeting  present to the ephemeral depths of 
a fascination with something which is bound in 
beauty, science and pleasure… our world of 
conchology. 

Opposite page: A shell collage made by Roy Aiken 
to celebrate the Society’s 60th aniversary.

Mrs Helen Boswell depicted in 1964 
showing part of her collection.

Dr Richard Kilburn Prof Dai Herbert

Society field trip to Xora, Eastern Cape
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Living  Dendrofissurella scutellum hiantula (Lamarck,1822) and Amblychilepas platyactis 
(McLean and Kilburn, 1986) – why are they different genera?

A platyactis ranges from the East London area 
to the West coast (Paternoster) with D scutellum 
scutellum False Bay to Saldanha Bay and D 
scutellum hiantula Northern Zululand (Mabibi) to 
False Bay.

The above two species are relatively frequent 
encounters for hard-working collectors who come 
to the eastern Cape coastline to search for their 
own live-collected specimens. Of course, beautiful 
fresh beach specimens can be encountered, but 
very fresh undamaged specimens may be even 
more difficult to find unless a rough sea and wind

LOOKINGthrOuGh  the  KeYhOLe
by Mike Els
Images by Dr Renée Els 

In 1986 Kilburn and McLean published an 
article where they used propodial elaboration 
(ornamentation of the anterior/forefoot of the 
animal) in Southern African and Indian Ocean 
Fissurellidae  to describe two new Genera and 
one new species. Our Amblychilepas scutellum 
scutellum and A scutellum hiantula were placed 
in a new Genus Dendrofissurella and a new 
species, Amblychilepas platyactis was described. 
The second new Genus, Medusafissurella, does 
not form part of this article, although a species M 
dubia (Reeve, 1849) does extend south from East 
Africa to reach Port Edward in Kwazulu-Natal.

Amblychilepas platyactis
(McLean and Kilburn, 1986)
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a.  Dendrofissurella scutellum hiantula (Lamarck,1822), 
     west of Algoa Bay, intertidal, 23mm.
b.  Dendrofissurella scutellum hiantula, 
     west of Algoa Bay, intertidal, 33mm.
c.  Dendrofissurella scutellum hiantula, 
     west of Algoa Bay, intertidal, 24mm.

d.  Dendrofissurella scutellum hiantula, 
     west of Algoa Bay, intertidal, 28mm.
e.  Dendrofissurella scutellum hiantula, 
     west of Algoa Bay, intertidal, 24mm.
f.   Amblychilepas platyactis (McLean & Kilburn, 1986),
     Port Elizabeth, interidal, 25mm.
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conditions have been prevailing before your 
expedition. D scutellum hiantula occurs in a wide 
palette of colours from conservative browns to bright 
pink tones, usually in a variable rayed pattern. A 
platyactis retains a relatively conservative pattern 
of mildy variable dark red and white, occasionally 
with minor green and black areas. 

D scutellum hiantula can often be found in 
small colonies in clean or mildly silty sand either 
beneath or adjacent to rocks, from intertidal to 
at least 30m, but seems happiest in the Eastern 
Cape in deep sandy  intertidal pools down to 15m, 
becoming less frequent in deeper waters. I have 
not encountered them living in deeper waters of 60 
– 100m, although dead shells are encountered.  A 
wide range of shell colours, patterns and sizes  may 
be encountered in a single colony. In captivity, the 
animals can move at a reasonably fast pace – for 
a limpet – but they are seldom escape candidates 
from your collecting bucket. 

A platyactis shows a significant difference in 
preferred habitat in that they love more rocky, 
seaweed rich habitats, often in relatively high-
energy areas in the surf zone.  We have never 
found them in colonies and are usually solitary or 
in pairs. On collection they move at an amazing 
speed for a limpet and will frequently attempt to 
leave an open container. They also show high 
levels of adhesion to most surfaces they encounter, 
which is  presumably an aid to survive in their  
chosen wave-washed habitat.

McLean and Kilburn noted that the newly 
described Amblychilepas platyactis had a simple, 
unbranched anterior foot with no branches or 
papillae wheras the species known previously as 
A scutellum had an anterior foot with branches/
tentacles. They therefore established a new genus 
with entymology relating to “dendros”, meaning 
“tree-like”, which is well chosen since the forefoot/
propodeal tentacles of Dendrofisurella certainly do 
resemble the branches of a tree, as can be seen in 
the accompanying photos. 

The expanded animal of A platyactis looks strikingly 
like a multi-fronded branching patch of seaweed 
with the shell largely hidden – perfect camouflage 
in it’s weedy, rocky habitat. However the forefoot 
(propodium) is relatively simple and unbranched 
and it is therefore not a Dendrofissurella. 

The living unstressed animal of D scutellum shows 
a relatively smooth mantle around the shell, but the 
forefoot shows multiple small branches, therefore 
the genus Dendro (tree-like) fissurella.

In a nutshell: although the whole mantle of A 
platyactis shows multiple large branching papillae, 
the forefoot is smooth (= Amblychilepas)

Although the mantle of D scutellum is smooth, the 
forefoot shows papillae(=Dendrofissurella).

We hope you enjoy seeing the living animals of 
these delightful little “keyholes” as much as we do!

Amblychilepas platyactis 
(McLean and Kilburn, 1986)
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Dendrofissurella scutellum hiantula 
(Lamarck,1822), intertidal, 
Port Elizabeth

Amblychilepas
platyactis
(McLean & Kilburn,
1986), 
intertidal,
Port Elizabeth

Dendrofissurella
scutellum scutellum 
(Gmelin, 1791),
intertidal, Paternoster, 
West Coast.
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Fauxulidae
by Ken Brown

he African (and Madagascan) genus 
Fauxulus, which covers all South 
African species, has until recently been 

placed within the Orculidae, or cask shells. 
There has also been confusion whether 
or not a number of subgenera should be 

accorded full generic status.  

T

the Creation of a new landsnail family

The
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Historically malacologists have bickered over 
whether or not the shells belonged in the 
Chondrinidae or Pupillidae, with Hausdorf in 1996 
and Schilyeko in 1998 classifying the genus within 
the Odontocycladinae within the family Orculidae.

Recent molecular phylogenetic studies carried out 
have established that the genus Fauxulus  is not 
at all closely related to, and cannot be classified 
within the Orculidae, and a new family, the 
Fauxulidae Harl & Pall-Gergely 2017, has been 
created. Genera included within the new family 
are Fauxulus Schaufuss 1869, with the subgenera 
Afriboysidia Zilch 1939, Anisoloma Ancey 1901 
and Tomigerella Pfeiifer 1858.  The type species is 
Fauxulus capensis (Kuster 1841).

Shells are small to minute and generally sinistral, 
and have somewhat tubular and flaring and 
constricted apertures, filled with strong and 
complex dentition.

The following South African species now fall into 
the new family:

Fauxulus capensis  (Kuster 1841)
Fauxulus capensis pottbergensis  (Kuster 1841)
Fauxulus ovularis (Kuster 1841)
Fauxulus ovularis fortidentata  Connolly 1939

Fauxulus burnupianus  Pilsbry 1928
Fauxulus pamphorodon (Benson 1864)
Fauxulus aghulasensis Pilsbry 1952
Fauxulus (Tomigerella) layardi (Benson 1856)
Fauxulus (Tomigerella) layardi minor 
     (Benson 1864)
Fauxulus (Tomigerella) fryanus (Benson 1864)
Fauxulus (Tomigerella) pycnochilus Connolly 1939
Fauxulus (Anisoloma) ponsonbyanus 
     (Morelet 1889)
Fauxulus (Anisoloma) glanvilleanus (Ancey 1888)
Fauxulus (Anisoloma) glanvilleanus darglensis
     Burnup 1908
Fauxulus (Anisoloma) pereximius 
     (Melvill & Ponsonby 1897)
Fauxulus (Anisoloma) falconianus Pilsbry 1929
Fauxulus (Anisoloma) mcbeanianus 
     Melvill & Ponsonby 1901
Fauxulus (Anisoloma)  barnardi Connolly 1931
Fauxulus (Anisoloma) crawfordianus 
     Melvill & Ponsonby 1903

Reference: Harl J, Haring E, Asami T, Sittenthaler 
M,  Sattmann H, Pall-Gergely B (2017). Molecular 
systematics of the land snail family Orculidae 
reveal polyphyly and deep splits within the clade 
Orthurethra ( Gastropoda Pulmonata). Zoological 
Journal of the Linnaean Society 2017, 181, pages 
778-794
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A Whirlwind Trip
By Andre Meredith

Of all the objectives set by the previous Executive 
Committee in 2016, the re-establishment of at 
least one Shell Club in the greater KwaZulu-Natal 
(KZN) area was of prime importance. The KZN 
area is one of our richest conchologically (marine 
and terrestrial), and many of our members still 
reside in this region. In addition, many of our most 
famous collectors and conchologists lived there at 
one point in their lives, making the KZN area a 
hallmark of our Society.
 

“The Committee agreed that the main aim 
for 2017  should be to try and revive the 
Durban Club.”

Excerpt from January 2017 Committee 
Meeting Minutes

Although this objective was not physically realised 
within the tenure of the 2016 Committee, plenty of 
ground work was done, and by the time the 2018 
Committee took over responsibility for direction 
of the Society, this goal was firmly entrenched 
within their list of “to-do’s” – and this required firm 
action. This led to renewed discussions in mid-
2018 to see this come to fruition, which, in turn, 
led to a decision to undertake a trip to KZN to do 
the necessary societal promotion.

The reason for the trip eventually expanded to 

 to KwaZulu Natal

cover much more than just the above, as it was 
agreed that it would be beneficial to try and 
squeeze in as much as possible to capitalise on 
the time, energy and financial resources being 
expended by the members undertaking the trip. 
The Society was represented by the author, as well 
as Messrs Maurice Evans and Alwyn Marais, both 
standing members on the Committee at the time of 
the undertaking.

Below follows a chronological account of the trip.

Day 1: Thursday 8 November 2018

We started out at 3:30AM from the Pretoria-Joburg 
area and headed south. Our first port of call was a 
stopover at the KZN Museum in Pietermaritzburg 
to study the contents of the Strombidae and 
Achatinidae drawers. It was also an opportune time 
to interact with the managers of the Conchological 
department, in particular Mrs Linda Davis and Dr 
Igor Muratov, and discuss not only shelly-things, 
but matters pertaining to the Society.

Arriving at around 10:30AM, we met up with Linda 
and Igor and proceeded to the Conchological 
specimen room – quite a sight for yours truly, 
never having had the opportunity to view a true 
“museum collection” before. We spent round 2 
hours in total in the specimen room, assessing in 
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particular the distribution ranges of all species of 
South African Strombidae. To our surprise, the 
investigation revealed that five species, previously 
only known to have distributions within southern 
Mozambique and further north, are also found on 
reefs in northern KZN – and can therefore also be 
regarded as South African species.

Not only has this broadened our knowledge of 
these species, but will add significantly to the work 
being done by local and international authors 
when discussing these species in their publications
There is a separate article in this edition of The 
Strandloper further elaborating on this discovery.

Messrs Evans and Marais also studied 
a grouping of Achatinidae being kept 
at the Museum, comparing patterns, 
sculpture and colours and matching 
them to species and their known 
distribution ranges within South 
Africa.

I was also treated to a short tour of 
the regular Museum by Dr Muratov 
and was pleasantly surprised by 
the whole experience. It is a lovely 
Museum – one of the best I have 
ever visited locally – well-planned, 
neat, modern and informative. It also 
contains many interactive displays 
for kids. It is highly recommended 

KZN Museum (2014 facade)

and well worth the short detour off the N3.

Maurice also managed to sell a bunch of Shell 
Posters to the Museum – some great marketing and 
a welcome financial injection for the Society.

Day 2: Friday 9 November 2018

This would prove to be our busiest day – not a 
bad thing, considering shells would dominate the 
schedule! We left the South Coast early (although 
not early enough, by all accounts…) to try and 
miss peak traffic, and headed to the Durban 
Undearsea Club (DUC), situated a stone’s throw 
from uShaka Marine World, and almost on the 

Vechies reef
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Durban Harbour North Pier. Our mission: to meet 
up with prospective new member and long-time 
diver, Mr Adrian Pearton, who would be taking the 
three of us for a “sampling” of Vetch’s Pier (known 
as “Vetchies” to the locals) during low tide. It was 
an adventure we were all looking forward to!
 
We eventually donned our snorkelling gear and 
waded into the sea a short walk from the North 
Pier, and made our way to Vetchies. After about 
a minute of slow wading through the relatively 
calm water between the beach and the Pier, the 
reef was reached. During low tide it sticks out 
above the water along the ridge, but at its deepest 
(closest to the North Pier) 
it is about 3 meters to the 
bottom of the seabed. The 
water was crystal clear and 
one could see all the way to 
the bottom.

We spent about 2 hours on 
the reef, which is formed by 
chunks of granite and what-
nots left over from the old 
Pier (constructed around 
1860). It is a leisurely affair, 
drifting along the top of 
the Pier, diving down a bit 
deeper every now and then to inspect something 
promising. The reef looked very healthy, with lots 
of coral, red crabs, small eels, fish nibbling at our 
flippers, and, of course, shells. We did not find 
bucket-loads, but did manage to collect a few 
cowries (helvola, caputserpentis, felina), a couple 
of Cymatium parthenopium and a few other odds 
and ends. All-in-all, it was a lovely (and highly 
recommended) experience.

Following the dive, the four of us left for the home 
of current (and long-time) members Jurie and 
Rina Matthee to discuss matters pertaining to the 
reformation of the KZN Club, as well as a few 
arbitrary society-related issues. It was also a nice 
way of catching up on shell-related matters and get 
the inside scoop on much of what was happening 
on the South Coast shell-wise. After a lovely 
chat and lunch (which included a tour of Rina’s 
splendid shell collection), the three of us left for the 

home of Adrian Pearton where we were treated 
to a showing of some of his self-dived specimens, 
as well as some specimens recently acquired from 
a trawler operating in the Mozambique Channel. 
His self-dived specimens included a small group of 
beautiful live-collected Marginella pseudornatas. 
We also continued our discussion of the Club and 
other related matters, including potential Dive 
Club connections.

We left Adrian’s abode after 4PM, and battled our 
way back to our South Coast accommodation 
through afternoon peak-time traffic. Kudos to 
Maurice for doing a sterling job driving in such 

conditions!

Later that night, at around 
9PM, we left for Park Rynie 
to conduct a night dive in 
the famous South Coast 
tidal pool. The night dive 
was a first-time experience 
for both Maurice and I, and 
a truly magical one at that. 
The pool – although quite 
sand-ridden at the time 
(lots of it in the centre and 
near the stairs) – was crystal 
clear and full of life. We saw 

many hermit crabs, plenty of fish, loads of coral 
and, as the night progressed, the elusive sea hares 
started to emerge. The shells (live specimens) were 
in short supply, however, hiding from our probing 
flashlight beams, but tons of crabbed specimens 
were scurrying around everywhere. It was a bit of 
a minefield at times, trying to navigate amongst 
the beautiful but prickly purple sea urchins, out in 
numbers by night.

A surreal experience, nonetheless, it showed that 
the Park Rynie pool, although a bit shy of shells, 
was alive and well and still has the potential to 
deliver some remarkable sea life.

Day 3: Saturday 10 November 2018

Following a very busy (and late) Friday, we 
prepared for our Saturday morning meeting with 
local collectors (as pre-arranged via adverts). We 

Adrian Pearton’s live-collected Marginella 
pseudornata’s
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set up the meeting and presentation venue in 
Umkomaas and by 10AM some people started to 
arrive.

In the end we did not draw the large volumes 
we were hoping for, but we did manage to meet 
and greet a few existing Members in the KZN 
area and spent some time talking shells – a lovely 
experience! We also managed to sign on a new 
Member – Mr Rene Rey and his lovely wife, 
Anne. Maurice, Alwyn and I gave presentations 
covering various topics, including the goals of the 
Society, Conchology in general, benefits of Society 
membership, the splendour of local and worldwide 
shells, the Shell Poster and lots of other general 
information.

Although we did not draw as many people as we 
would have hoped, it still presented us with the 
opportunity to talk to local shell collectors and sign 
on a new member, which is nothing to be sneezed 
at!

In Closing

The 3-day whirlwind trip initially left the participants 
with mixed feelings on the measure of success of 
the outcome, but eventually we all agreed that it 
was well worth the time, effort and money spent.

Successes included the following:

•	 	Renewed	 relationships	 with	 existing	
Members in KZN;

•	 A	new	Member	signed	on;
•	 Setting	up	ties	with	local	divers;
•	 	Discussions	 regarding	 the	 potential	 new	

KZN Club;
•	 	Expansion	 of	 knowledge	 regarding	 the	

distribution range for SA Strombidae;
•	 	New	 insights	 regarding	 species	 and	

distribution of SA Achatinidae;
•	 	Setting	up	of	closer	ties	with	KZN	Museum	

conchology department management;
•	 Shell	Poster	sales;
•	 	Personal	 inspection	of	 the	 health	 of	 some	

famous KZN shelling spots.

Naturally, we also learned some valuable lessons, 
and these will be applied when planning for future 
trips of this nature.

On a last note it should be mentioned that, 
following the return of the team to sunny Gauteng, 
Mr Adrian Pearton has not only become a Society 
Member, but has agreed to head the formation 
of the new KZN Shell Club! The Shell Club is 
already growing and has secured the Durban 
Undersea Club as their initial meeting venue. The 
Committee will be coaching the new KZN Club 
Chairman in this regard towards establishment of 
a firm conchological foundation in KwaZulu-Natal, 
and to be a home for a new generation of shell 
enthusiasts.

This, of course, truly made the trip to KZN 
worthwhile. All-in-all, it was regarded as a 
successful event and a memorable and most 
enjoyable experience.
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Extended Distribution Range 

During a recent trip to the KwaZulu-Natal Museum, three of the members 
of the current committee made an interesting discovery regarding five 
shell species within Family Strombidae. The initial goal was to confirm the 
distribution ranges for a small grouping of “known” SA Strombidae species, 
but while inspecting the Museum’s drawers, the group discovered that 
five species of Strombidae, previously thought to have distribution ranges 
limited to southern Mozambique, were indeed also found in SA waters. The 
five species in question are:

•	 Ophioglossolambis digitata (Perry, 1811)
•	 Lambis lambis (Linnaeus, 1758)
•	 Lambis crocata (Link, 1807)
•	 Lambis truncata (Lightfoot, 1786)
•	 Harpago arthriticus (Röding, 1798)
         
All five species were carefully examined for authenticity, collected state 
(live vs dead) and the data was inspected to determine locality, collection 
date and the name of the original collector. It was confirmed that all five 
species – some of which had more than one specimen in preservation – 
were collected live from the Sodwana Bay area, sometime in the mid to late 
1980’s. Most were collected from either Two Mile Reef or Nine Mile Reef, by 
Dr Dai Herbert himself. Some of the species were still heavily encrusted on 
their dorsums with coral growth and other calciferous material but were still 
easily identifiable.

The above will be of particular interest to collectors of Strombidae, as well 
as avid collectors of South African species. The challenge for such collectors 
would be to source and add to their collections examples of these “local” 
variations. Although all five species are truly common within the greater 
India Ocean region, it would be safe to surmise that local occurrences should 
be regarded as rare.

Andre Meredith

for 5 Strombidae

Location of 
Sodwana Bay
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Ophioglossolambis digitata 
(Perry, 1811)

Lambis lambis 
(Linnaeus, 1758)

Lambis truncata 
(Lightfoot, 1786)

Lambis crocata 
(Link, 1807)

Harpago arthriticus 
(Röding, 1798)
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Having been invited by Gerhardt Sieburg of the 
Botanical Society to join him and his family to visit 
the Ntendeka Wilderness Area east of Vryheid, I 
couldn’t resist the temptation to go snail hunting for 
a few days. Ntendeka Wilderness Area is specifically 
a botanical reserve which was proclaimed in 1975 
after being previously used by a logging Company 
for 100 years. It has the highest concentration of 
tree and fern species in South Africa as well as 
many orchid and other plant varieties.

Knowing Ken Brown’s equal love for scratching to 
hopefully find elusive new species, he was eager to 
come along and we departed Gauteng fairly early 
on a sunny Monday morning. About five hours 
later we found ourselves in the emerald gem of 
Ntendeka in a small, primitive, overgrown camp 
site with the basic of facilities surrounded by large 
trees in the depths of the forest.

After a quick set up, we couldn’t resist the call to start 
scratching in the carpet of leaves and undergrowth. 
The surrounding snail heaven which promised to 
fill our collecting containers quickly disappointed 
and made us realise that this was not to be an easy 
task. A few hours scratching only produced four 
Gulella elliptica and two unidentified shells and 

not much else.

The next day saw us doing much walking along 
mountain tracks with beautiful plants all around 
and three metre fronds on tree ferns that crowded 
the banks of the gurgling streams, stopping at every 
place that would surely give us dozens of land 
snails. But sadly not to be. The reason could be the 
activities of the Logging Company disrupting the 
breeding conditions of the snails for all those years. 

N T E N D E K A  O U T I N G
by Maurice Evans 

Gulella elliptica 
(Melvill & Ponsonby, 1898)
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Every night the wind would blow up and rush 
through the tops of the towering giants with the 
sound of a freight train and the threat of depositing 
broken branches on our flimsy one man tents. The 
local wild pig would also add to the strange nightly 
melody of tree frogs and things as it stalked our 
area looking for dropped tit-bits.

On our penultimate day we joined the rest of the 
party and went for a walk up a disused forestry 
track were Sue of the botanical group had found 
a fairly decent dead Cochlitoma montistempli the 
day before: this was  to be the breaking of the 
drought we had been waiting for.

Gerhardt opened the hunt by discovering an 
immature live C montistempli in the grass next to 
the track and then a mature specimen. Over the 
next few hours I managed to find about a dozen 
live specimens of this species and five dead shells 
together with two live and two dead Natalina 
quekettiana lucaris. The Cochlitoma’s were found 
in the grass that grew on the side of the track and 
on the surface of the leaf litter on the forest floor 
whilst the Natalina’s were buried in the leaf litter. 
One of the fresh dead C montistempli specimens 
had eggs within the shell.

That night the heavens opened and I was beginning 
to think that Noah might come floating past. The 
lightning put on a display of note and made the 
inside of my tent daylight. As I lay there I thought 
of how such moisture would certainly raise the 
snails to the surface and make our task a lot easier, 
but sadly it was the end of our stay.

A really interesting find is what seems to be a range 
extention for Cochlitoma montistempli. Although 
the Ntendeka forest was not very generous in 
species, it certainly provided some interesting ones.

Images

Top: Sheldonia inuncta
Second from top: Sheldonia cornea

Third from top: Cochlitoma montistempli
Bottom: Natalina quekettiana lucaris
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a small 
molluscan tiger

sand during daylight hours and emerging at night 
to prowl the reef in search of their molluscan prey. 
The ground colour varies from greenish, greyish-
white to varying shades of yellow to near-orange in 
fresh specimens.  Unfortunately the often striking 
bright yellow tones of freshly collected specimens 
tend to fade to lighter shades over a few months. 

On many occasions over the years, I have observed 
captured larger endemic Marginellids placed in 
a collecting container, proceed to capture other 
smaller gastropod species and either consume 
them or proceed to firmly hold their prey in a fold 

Marginella lineolata (Sowerby, 1886) is a relatively 
large, attractive and moderately variable species 
found from False Bay in the south to east of Algoa 
Bay. It is rarely found as a beach shell and then 
always badly beach worn with few of its subtle 
markings and colours still visible. However, they 
can be found in diving depths of 12m and deeper 
and in my experience appear to become the 
dominant larger marginellid on certain deep water 
(60m+) reefs in the Eastern Cape area.

 Their preferred habitat is in sand patches on flat 
to medium profile reef, well-hidden below the 

by Mike Els
Images by Dr Renée Els
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of their hindfoot and walk contentedly around 
until they are ready to consume their meal. For 
many of our Marginellids, a Volvarina or Gibbula 
has little chance of escaping their attention in a 
small enclosed container and at time of arrival 
back home, only an empty, unmarked empty shell 
may be left to see. Marginellids do not appear to 
damage the shell in any way and digest the soft 
parts only.

I have observed similar behaviour in the highly 
predatory Festilyria africana which is without 

doubt one of the apex molluscan predators on our 
warmer-water east coast reefs.

The accompanying images show a Marginella 
lineolata collected in 70m in the Eastern Cape 
which  captured a living Naudedrillia praetermissa 
which was placed in the same collecting bucket. 
The Turrid was fully intact but clean and empty the 
following day.
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The role of our Scientific Officer

Alwyn Marais is our Scientific Officer. Apart from keeping us abreast of latest developments in 
conchology, he also attends to queries from members of the public.

Recently he was asked about a shell unknown to most of us, the Clavagella.

Here are excerpts of that correspondence as they took place:

Hi Andre 

With the help of professor Charles Griffiths I recently identified a rather 
unusual shell I found in false bay, watering pot shell (clavagella). Charles 
seems to think it might be a new species with only one other in the genus 
found by Kilburn in Natal. I was wondering if you are familiar with this 
species and if anyone in your society has perhaps found one? 

Many thanks
Craig 

The attached images of the 
shell found.
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Hi Craig 

The Clavagella’s are an interesting bunch of shells. Most are fossils, and this 
one is pretty close to being one as well. Dr Dick Kilburn described Clavagella 
mullerae Kilburn, 1974, which was subsequently re-assigned to Dianadema. 
I have tried to get the original description to compare it but was unable to 
do so as yet. I have asked Linda from the Natal Museum if she can send me 
a copy of the article. 

In a more recent article by Morgan & Haga (2014) they actually give some 
detail as to the difference between Clavagellidae and Penicillidae which 
gives us some insight into the shell. 

“Species of the Clavagellidae have the left valve united into the fabric of 
an adventitious crypt with the right valve free inside it, whereas the latter 
have both valves marginally united with and internally fused into the crypt’s 
fabric. The Penicillidae is, moreover, Cenozoic in origin, the Clavagellidae 
Mesozoic.”

Morton (2003) described the new genus Dianadema and seperated them 
from the other two due to Dianadema being “cemented and possesses a 
crown of dorsal tubules, in addition to anterior and ventral ones.”

Morton in 2007 split these two families and assigned Clavagella to extinct 
genera. There seems to be no extant species in this genus and all are fossils. 
Dianadema does contain extant species and therefore mullerae was re-
assigned. Seems that the splitting was “dis-regarded” by Huber (2010) so its 
all still a bit in the air.

In most cases one can see some remnants of the bivalve itself which is not 
obvious in the image provided. As I said before, I have not seen Dick’s 
article so I can’t compare the image provided with mullerae. One of the 
Morton articles do say that the images in Dick’s article were very poor, so it 
will probaby be a stretch, even if I did find it.

Most of these shells are fossils, so records will be scarce as well. The specimen 
illustrated is in too bad a condition to make a definitive answer as to whether 
it is a new species or not. No matter what the answer may be in the end, it’s 
still a good find...

Regards
Alwyn 
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Hi Alwyn

Many thanks for your replies, very much appreciated. I’m interested that 
you say this specimen is close to being a fossil Alwyn, what tells you that? 

The other valve is inside the pot and when I move the outer shell it makes 
a noise and can be seen moving inside. There seems to be some small wear 
but no real damage. Why do you think it can’t be identified as new species? 

Thanks so much
Craig

Hi Craig

I will try and answer your two questions below, but firstly the following. 
I have attached Dr Dick Kilburn’s description of the Clavagella found off 
Durban Bay. As previously stated this shell, because it is extant, has been 
transferred to the genus Dianadema. As a matter of fact, there are only three 
species now in Clavagella, and they are all fossils. Interesting to see in the 
article is that one can see the fused valves from the outside. This is evident 
in quite a number of the current Dianadema species. Of all the documents I 
have seen so far, at least one of the valves can be seen from the outside even 
though it is fused together. Reference to fossil records, and images I have 
seen, seem to be very similar to the shell you have provided.

The condition of the shell is very similar to what we would accept fossils 
to be. You could even call it a semi-fossil, which has described shells in 
better condition. Don’t mistake marine fossils with fossils embedded in rock 
formations.  Off Durban Bluff we get semi-fossils from the Cerithiidae family. 
They look as though they even have color and pattern. Its hard to know they 
are real fossils, but they truly are. In Durban harbor there are sand dunes 
that date back 50 years to the dredging program. If you dig down you will 
find shells that are in perfect glossy condition, as if they came out of the sea 
yesterday. If I look at the condition of your shell its been around for a very 
long time. 

As in any bivalve description, you need to compare the muscle scars and 
the hinges. To do that you would have to break it open. No other way 
unfortunately. Both aspects are described in the article. That would be the 
first step to compare it to the current one described by Dick. Once you have 
eliminated this species... one can pretty much assume its going to be a new 
species. The final question will obviously be whether it is an extant species 

continued ...
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or a fossil. 

This is such a rare family (at least for the Indian Ocean), and the distribution 
is scarce, that it is very likely a new species. My gut-feel says its probably a 
new fossil.

Hope that helps

Alwyn

Image of Clavagella mullerae 
from Dr Kilburn’s 1974 
publication.

Hi Alwyn

I’m so grateful to you for this eloquent reply to my questions. Thank you so 
much for taking the time. Really fascinating to read how you figure out the 
puzzle of this semi fossil. 

I was hoping to find a live specimen of this shell in the wild, but it seems to 
me you think this might well be an extinct species. Really interesting.

If you are ever in Cape Town I’d love to meet up. I will keep you updated 
on any progress. 

Many thanks

Blessings 
Craig
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Jeffreys Bay has for many years been marked 
as the Surfing Mecca of South Africa, with many 
national and international surfers visiting this 
beautiful coastal town, in the hope of riding the 
perfect wave.
 
Long before my planned visit to Jeffreys Bay I 
made contact with Petro Meyer, the Treasurer of 
the Humansdorp Museum Association, under 
which the Shell Museum falls, previously known as 
the Charlotte Kritzinger Museum. 

Petro invited me for some Coffee and cold fridge 
tart at the restaurant opposite the Shell Museum. 
I was captivated by her knowledge of the history 
that transpired over the year. Petro took me for a 
brief tour, of the Shell Museum, before the local 
Shell Collectors arrive for their first gathering in 
ages. I was impressed with how exquisitely all the 
shells were kept behind glass and how some where 
carefully mounted on perfectly square mirror 
plates. 

The display units were clean and all shells in a 
pristine condition, free of dust. Petro sent out 
invitations to the local residents of  Jeffreys Bay, 
inviting everyone who has an interest in shells, to 
meet at the Shell Museum. After a brief discussion 
what the SCSA, Shell Collectors of South Africa 
is all about, I handed previous publications of the 
Strandloper over to Mr. Aphiwe Masoka, an eager 
young man assisting at the Shell Museum with a 

passion for sea shells. 

I was surprised by the warm welcome, and even 
more surprised at the amount of interest there is 
between the citizens of Jeffreys. The attendance 
truly exceeded expectations. Not even counting 
the amount of people I was in contact with prior to 
the big day, could not make it. 

The Jeffreys Bay 
Shell Museum

By Anton Groenewald

Mr Aphiwe Masoka receiving previous 
issues of The Strandloper
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Who was Charlotte Kritzinger.

Charlotte Isabella Kritziner was born 19 August 
1905 and passed away at the age of 66 on 23 
August 1971. During her lifetime she collected 
shells from all over the world. She was described 
as an “eccentric old lady” who often referred 
to her shells as her children. In 1945 Charlotte 
started the Jeffreys Bay Museum, also known 
as the Charlotte Kritzinger Museum  from her 
own private house, where she would proudly 
show off her collection to interested visitors, 
explaining their origin and share information 
regarding specific items. 

After her death, her entire shell collection, as 
a whole was put on auction, by the executor 
of her estate. The Municipality of Jeffreys Bay 
then later purchased this collection, 

This portrait of Ms Charlotte Kritzinger 
is displayed in the 

Jeffreys Bay Shell Musuem

The collection

This magnificent shell collection of Charlotte 
Kritzinger consisted of 450 boxes, and included, 
at that time, all the South African Shells, of which 
300 of them are all endemic to the Eastern Cape 
area. The only place suitable to house this splendid 
collection was in the town library. The library 
building was pulled down in the early 1990’s and 
for 5 years the shell collection was hidden from 
public display, while plans were underway for the 
establishment of a new museum.

In 1996 the Jeffreys Town Council pushed ahead 
with the plans to develop a complex near the 
beachfront that will serve as a suitable structure. 
Despite many objections from the local residents 
towards the further devolvement of any large 
building projects for the CBD area, or the 
beachfront area for that matter. One of the major 
concerns for this objection was the lack of parking 
and land availability. 

In the early spring of 1998 the Shell Museum 
opened up its doors for the public, after it was 
closed down for nearly 5 years. Thousands of 
visitors has ever since come to view the collection 
after the re-opening, and includes visitors from all 
around the country and overseas.

Shells are donated to the Museum or acquired by 
exchange through collectors throughout the world. 
If funds are available, new shells are purchased, 
but the Jeffrey’s Bay Shell Museum mostly relies on 

The Shell Museum has adequate space to 
host many guests for their monthly meetings

the generous donations by private collectors. The 
Jeffreys Bay Shell Museum now boasts the biggest 
collection of shells in South Africa. The Museum is 
open at specific times each day of the week. 

In August last year, Petro Meyer received a 
donations of shells, for the Jeffreys Bay Museum 
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weighing almost 40kg from Bayworld’s Port 
Elizabeth Museum. Committee member, Mr. Phillip 
Steenkamp, assisted with the selection of varied 
and unusual specimens and believe that the shells 
would expand interest and education for all.

Building of Shell Museum
Photo: Bert Behrens

A number of years ago when a coffee 
shop was on the top floor – now 
municipal offices
Photo : Bert Behrens

Opening of Shell Museum
15 Sept 1998
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Guidelines for publication in the Strandloper

It is however an editorial prerequisite that our 
journal wherever possible provides accurate and 
reliable information to its broadest audience. This 
may include international readers and professional 
malacologists.

General articles of interest and those by amateurs 
are encouraged, and will be evaluated, corrected 
where necessary and sent to the author(s) for 
final comment. It is understood that English may 
not be the mother tongue of certain authors, and 
corrections will be made to accommodate this. The 
intention is to present a technically and linguistically 
correct article.

The editor has a far more rigorous approach 
task in ensuring that articles of a scientific nature 
are factually correct and of a high standard. The 
Editor, upon receipt of a scientific article or one 
which makes scientific assertions, will correct any 
obvious errors or omissions, including the addition 
of supplementary information and photographic 
material, provided this does not amount to the 
article losing its original character. He would then 
refer these revisions back to the original author for 
comment and indicating why the changes have 
been effected. If the author is dissatisfied with the 
revision, he is at liberty to raise any issues with the 
Editor. 

The Editor may in instances where he feels he does 
not have the necessary knowledge to adjudge the 
article himself, refer it, in his discretion, to someone 
whom he believes has the requisite knowledge 
in that particular field. If the suggestions of the 
referee are of a minor nature, the editor shall effect 
the corrections himself and then send the final 
article to the author for approval. If the referee’s 
suggestions require major rewriting, the suggestions 

and the reasons for the alterations will be sent to 
the author for his attention. If he complies with 
the suggestions, or gives valid reasons for not 
complying, his paper will be published. However 
a failure to do so would result in the article being 
withdrawn for publication, this being in the sole 
discretion of the editorial team.

It must be clearly understood that the task of the 
Editor or Referee is to critically evaluate the article, 
and that any suggestions or improvements made 
are aimed at improving the article, and should not 
be seen either as negative criticism or as a personal 
attack on the author. 

Whilst scientific articles are welcomed, The 
Strandloper is not intended as, nor is it the 
appropriate vehicle for the naming of new species, 
nor is it to be used for prefacing or as a prelude 
to introducing the new naming of species or 
subspecies, as the journal is not intended as a peer-
reviewed publication . Articles of this nature will 
be declined and the author directed to submit his 
article to a more appropriate peer-reviewed form.

It should also be stressed that the Editor welcomes 
all new articles and would apply as generous 
an application of the principles set out above to 
ensure articles are published. All articles published 
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Editor, 
his referees or the Society

The Strandloper is the official publication of the Society, whose aim is to further the aims 
and goals of conchology for all its members, including the full spectrum from amateurs 
to scientists. As such the Strandloper will therefore necessarily reflect a similar range of 

perspectives to accommodate these broad differences.
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In summary, the following types of articles may be accepted for submission and publication in 
The Strandloper 

•	 General	shelling	news	or	items	of	interest;
•	 Shelling	trips;
•	 Shelling	locations;
•	 Shelling	trivia;
•	 Information	on	newly	described	species;
•	 	Articles	of	 interest	of	a	 scientific	or	general	nature,	which	may	 include	a	 shell	Family,	

Group, Genus, Species, Sub-species or Form;
•	 Re-publication	of	previously	published	International	articles,	with	permission;
•	 Re-publication	of	new	descriptions,	new	species	ID’s	and	new	species/genus	names;
•	 Marine,	land		and	fresh	water	news;
•	 	General	articles	of	interest	allied	to	conchology,	the	environment	and	science

The following types of articles are not eligible for submission and publication in The Strandoper:

•	 First	publication	of	the	description	of		a	new	species
•	 First	publication	of	the	naming	of	new	species
•	 	Utilising	 the	 journal	 as	 a	 vehicle	 to	announce	or	promote	 the	above	 since	 the	above	

requires a scientific peer review which falls outside the ambit of the journal
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Geoff Wallace 
 

10 November 1927 to 29 March 2019

It is with sadness that the passing of Geoff is hereby recorded. The father 
of Natal South Coast conchologist Martin Wallace, he had a special 
interest in shells which he began collecting with Martin from 1975. He 
was a founding member of the Port Shepstone/South Coast Branch 
of the Society. But it was his effort in stepping in as Director of the 
Conchological Society of SA during 1985 that saved the Society during 
a very difficult time of transition, for which he is owed a debt of gratitude. 

He spent some very happy times at the rich beach of Xora collecting 
with the South Coast group. He had a passion for micro shells, spending 
countless hours pouring through grit, and was very proud of his Marginella 
wallaceorum. Geoff, we are going to miss that mischievous glint in your 
eyes and that large handshake at our future South Coast meetings….

Celebrating and honouring 
a unique life.

Obituary


